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Abstract. Retarding field energy analysers (RFEAs) have been used to compare the
ion temperature (Ti) of large plasma filaments with the background plasma (composed
of small scale filaments) at the midplane and divertor target in L mode discharges in
the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak (MAST). At low densities, at the midplane and
divertor, at distances from 2 to 4cm from the separatrix the temperature of ions in
large filaments was found to be 2 to 3 times larger than the background plasma. At the
midplane, the electron temperature for both large filaments and background plasma
was around 3 to 7 times smaller than the ion temperature and had a flat profile across
the scrape off layer (SOL). At higher densities, at the midplane and divertor, both the
filament and background ion temperatures were smaller than at low density. At the
midplane, the filament and background ion and electron temperature profiles across
the SOL were relatively flat and of comparable magnitude, ranging in temperature
from 5 to 25eV.
Submitted to: Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion
1. Introduction
In future nuclear fusion devices such as ITER and DEMO, where hundreds of megawatts
of power will be generated, the deposition of energy on first wall and divertor surfaces
will be a major factor in determining the lifetime of the machine. The exhausting of a
significant part of this power will be done through the scrape off layer (SOL) which is
defined as the region where magnetic field lines intersect with solid surfaces. In the SOL,
particles and energy can be transported in directions both parallel and perpendicular
to magnetic field lines. While parallel transport directs particles and energy to regions
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designed to tolerate high power loads, perpendicular transport results in interactions
with less robust materials and potential wall damage.
Plasma behaviour in the SOL of tokamaks is driven by turbulence in the edge
region where density and temperature gradients are large. This generates intermittent
structures of increased density and temperature known as filaments (or blobs) which
extend along the magnetic field lines [1]. Within these regions, a charge separation of
ions and electrons occurs due to the curvature and non-uniformity of the magnetic field
generating a B × ∇B drift. This generates an electric field within the filament which
results in the filament being subjected to an E × B force which drives the filament
radially outward across the SOL. Filaments in the SOL have been studied extensively in
tokamaks and reviews exist for both experimental measurements [2, 3] and for theory and
simulations [3, 4]. Filaments occur in both L-mode and H-mode during edge localised
modes (ELMs) [5] and during inter-ELM periods [6]. Filament lifetimes range from 40-
60µs in L-mode plasmas, from 50-120µs during inter-ELM periods and from 100-180µs
in ELMs [5].
Experimental measurements of filaments have been made using electrical probes,
fast camera imaging, microwave reflectometry, laser scattering and heavy ion beam
probes [2]. Electrical probes have the advantage of being able to provide localised
measurements of filament density, temperature, potential and velocity at time
resolutions of tens of µs. The main limitations of probes are the perturbation they
can cause to the plasma and the recycling of ablated probe material which can affect
plasma properties. Electrical probes have been used to study filaments in a number
of tokamaks including Alcator C-Mod [7], ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) [8], DIII-D [9],
JET[10, 11], MAST [12], NSTX [13] and TCV [14].
Most electrical probes are Langmuir probes which measure electron temperature
(Te) and density (ne) and in ion saturation current mode allow data on filament structure
and statistics to be accumulated. Conditional averaging of ion saturation current data
(selecting peaks above a certain threshold) allows filament statistics to be accumulated.
This has shown that the general profile of a filament as it passes over a probe has a
full width half maximum of tens of µs with a steep rise and slow decay. Ion saturation
current data has shown that positive fluctuations above the mean level dominate the far
SOL, an approximately equal number of positive and negative fluctuations occur at the
edge velocity shear layer and negative fluctuations dominate inside the velocity shear
layer.
A more recent innovation has been the use of retarding field energy analysers
(RFEAs) to measure filament ion temperature (Ti). In MAST, ELM ions with energies
greater than 500eV have been measured 19cm from the last closed flux surface (LCFS)
[15]. In JET, RFEA measurements together with a transient simulation model were used
to estimate an ELM filament ion temperature of 100 to 150eV near the limiter radius
which was approximately half the pedestal ion temperature [16]. In AUG, a conditional
averaging technique similar to that used with Langmuir probes measured ELM filament
ion energies as a function of ELM energy and distance from the LCFS [17] with ELM
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ion energies of 20-200eV, 35-60mm from the separatrix which was 5-50% of the pedestal
Ti. Filament ion temperatures in L-mode plasmas have also been measured in AUG
with a Ti of 80-110eV at a distance of 21mm from the separatrix which was 3 to 4 times
Te and 50-70% of the ion temperature at the separatrix [18].
This paper reports on measurements made in MAST L-mode plasmas of ion
temperatures in large filaments above a threshold level and background plasma
composed of small filaments below the threshold level. Measurements were made using
a RFEA mounted on a reciprocating probe (RP) at the midplane and a RFEA at the
divertor target. In a previous paper, both RFEAs were used to measure L-mode ion
temperatures by averaging over these large filaments and background plasma composed
of small scale filaments [19].
This work has been done as part of a study for MAST Upgrade into the role of
filaments in the distribution of power and particles onto the divertor nose and into the
super-X divertor chamber [20]. While power and heat flux measurements on MAST
show fall off lengths of the order of 10 to 25 mm in L-mode [21], fast camera data
shows large L-mode filaments can have radial extents of between 50 to 100mm [5]. This
indicates that while small filaments transport the majority of particles and power into
the near SOL, larger filaments can propagate plasma into the far SOL. The ability of
RFEAs to measure both ion and electron temperature make them uniquely suited for
the study of filaments and their energies in the SOL. The measurements in this work
show that while filament density rapidly drops on length scales of 10-20mm in the SOL,
filaments carry ions with relatively high energies into the far SOL to distances of 10 to
40mm from the LCFS. This result is significant as the energy of ions greatly affects the
sputtering yields from walls.
Section 2 of this paper describes the experimental set up and method used to obtain
filament Ti using the RFEAs. Section 3 gives results from filament and background ion
temperature measurements at the midplane and divertor and section 4 draws conclusions
from the results obtained.
2. Method
Filament measurements were made in MAST [22] in Ohmic deuterium plasmas with
plasma currents of 0.4 and 0.6 MA and line averaged electron densities in the range
(1-2.3) x 1019m−3. Ion energy measurements were made using RFEAs located at the
midplane on a reciprocating probe (RP) system [23] and at the divertor using the
Divertor Science Facility (DSF) [24]. The RP allows probes to be moved in and out of
the scrape off layer giving measurements as a function of probe position. The DSF is
fixed at a radius of R=0.985m but makes measurements as a function of radial distance
from the plasma due to the changing magnetic flux of the central solenoid which sweeps
the outer strike point over the DSF. The plasma current (Ip) and line averaged electron
densities (n¯e) for the shots studied are shown in figure 1 along with the distance of the
RFEA from the separatrix (r−rsep) during a typical reciprocation. A list of parameters
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Figure 1. (a) Plasma current (Ip), (b) line averaged electron density (n¯e) and (c) the
typical distance of the midplane RFEA inlet aperture from the separatrix (r − rsep)
for the shots used in this work.
(density (n), plasma current (Ip), toroidal field strength (BT ), q95 and Greenwald density
fraction (fGW )) for the shots studied is given in table 1. All discharges were in a double
null configuration.
Table 1. Shot parameters for plasmas studied
n (x1019) (m−3) Shots Ip (MA) BT (T) q95 ± 0.5 fGW
1 29464, 29465 0.6 0.58 6.5 0.22
1 30357 0.6 0.58 7.7 0.22
2 29469 0.6 0.58 6.0 0.44
2 29500 0.4 0.58 7.3 0.67
Both RFEAs consist of a series of electrically biased grids separated by PEEK
insulators and mounted inside an electrically grounded graphite shell. The face of the
grid stack was aligned so that it was perpendicular to a field line of 30◦ which was
within ±10◦ of the pitch angles of the shots used. The midplane RFEA is bidirectional
and is fitted with grid stacks facing in both directions along the magnetic field line. A
detailed description of both RFEAs can be found in reference [19]. A schematic of the
grid arrangement and typical voltage profile of the RFEAs is shown in figure 2. Plasma
enters the RFEA through a rectangular inlet with an area of 19.1 mm2. The slit plate
is biased at -100V to repel electrons. Grid 1 is swept from 0 to 150V at a frequency of
approximately 1kHz to discriminate which energy ions are allowed to pass through to
the grounded collector at the rear of the grid stack where the ion current is measured.
Grid 2 is biased negatively to minimise the effects of secondary electron emission on ion
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the RFEA grid arrangement and (b) typical voltage
settings measured with respect to torus ground.
current measurements. In this paper only data from the side of the midplane RFEA
facing into the plasma flow, which was assumed to be directed along the field line to
the lower divertor, are reported as the signals on this side were larger, making filament
identification easier. The DSF RFEA was directed into the plasma flow at the divertor
with the front face of the probe perpendicular to the incoming magnetic field lines.
Filaments were detected as spikes in the slit plate ion saturation current trace.
For a spike to be considered a filament it was required to have a peak value that was
two standard deviations above the mean value over a 5ms interval. As ion saturation
current is dependant on density and temperature, the classification of filaments was also
dependent on these values. An example of signals from the midplane RFEA are shown
in figure 3. The top trace shows the voltages applied to the slit plate and grid 1. Grid
1 was swept to determine ion temperature and the slit plate was swept to determine
electron temperature (slit plate sweeping was not used for filaments). Filaments were
only recorded when the slit plate voltage was below -90V to ensure only ions were
measured. The middle trace shows the slit plate current (Isp). The green dashed line
shows the mean of the current and the blue dashed line shows the filament detection
threshold equal to the mean plus two standard deviations over the time interval shown.
The bottom trace shows the collector current (Ic). In both current traces the peaks
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Figure 3. Midplane RFEA signals. (a) Slit plate (SP) and grid 1 (G1) voltage. (b)
Slit plate current. The green dashed line shows the mean value and the blue dashed
line shows the filament detection threshold of the mean plus two standard deviations.
(c) Collector current. Detected filaments are shown in (b) and (c) with orange circles.
identified as filaments are shown by orange circles. The signal in figure 3(b) is made up
of filaments of different heights and widths. In this work, filaments with peaks in ion
saturation current above the detection threshold were classified as large filaments and
signals below the threshold were classified as small background filaments.
The slit plate and collector current density traces for a typical filament are shown
in figure 4. In both traces the time resolution of the signals is 2µs. The time axis has
been centred around the peak in the slit plate current density. The filament width on
the slit plate and collector traces is a function of both the filament size and velocity and
as a result is not a good indicator of filament size on its own. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the filament on the slit plate was 40µs which is approximately
twice the FWHM of typical filaments measured by RFEA on AUG [18]. The slit plate
current density (Jsp) was obtained by dividing the slit plate current by the area of the
inlet in the graphite shell and the collector current density (Jcoll) was determined by
dividing the collector current by the area of the slit in the slit plate of 0.1mm2. Both
the collector and slit plate current signals for the midplane RFEA were band cut filtered
between 23 and 37kHz to remove electrical noise caused by switching of the poloidal
field coil power supplies.
The filament ion temperatures were determined using a similar method to that
applied to ELMs in reference [25]. As a filament passes over the RFEA, both the
density and temperature will change and this will affect the ion current density (J)
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Figure 4. Slit plate and collector current density traces for a typical filament.
which is given by
J = env = en
(
e (Te + Ti)
mD
)1/2
(1)
where e is the electron charge in C, n is the number density in m−3, v is velocity
in ms−1, Te and Ti are electron and ion temperatures in eV and mD is the ion mass
in kg. The RFEA slit plate measures the total ion current density while the collector
measures the ion current density as a function of ion energy due to the potential applied
to grid 1 discriminating which ions reach the collector. By normalising the collector
current density with the slit plate current density, the effect of density changes during
a filament are removed as the normalised signal is expressed as a fraction of the total
ion current density at a given time. The average normalised current density ratio (R)
is given by
R =
〈Jcoll〉fil
〈Jsp〉fil =
(
∆t−1fil
∫
∆tfil
Jcolldt
)
/
(
∆t−1fil
∫
∆tfil
Jspdt
)
(2)
where ∆tfil was taken to be a 50µs window centred around the peak of the slit
plate current during the filament. Calculations were done using the area under the
peak rather than the peak value to reduce the effect of sharp single point spikes which
appeared in the probe signals. Filaments pass over the RFEA on timescales of the
order of tens of µs which is faster than the ms timescales used to sweep grid 1. As a
result, filament ion temperatures were determined by accumulating data from multiple
filaments over fixed distance ranges from the separatrix. This method assumes that the
ions of different filaments have similar temperature distributions. Assuming that the
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Figure 5. A typical graph of normalised ion current versus grid 1 voltage for
filaments in a low density Ip=0.6MA discharge at a distance from 0 to 1cm from the
separatrix. The red diamonds were obtained by binning the raw data into containers of
approximately 10V width. The green line was fitted to the binned data using equation
(3) and resulted in the fitting parameters shown on the graph.
filament ions are in thermal equilibrium, the ion temperature (Ti) can be determined by
fitting a graph of normalised ion current density versus grid 1 voltage to the equation
R = R0exp
[
−(Vgrid1 − Vs)
Ti
]
+Roffset (3)
where Ti is in eV, R0 is the ratio value when all ions reach the collector, Vgrid1 is
the grid 1 voltage (in V), Vs is the potential of the sheath around the RFEA (in V) and
Roffset is an offset value. A typical characteristic from a set of filaments is shown in
figure 5 along with the values obtained by fitting equation (3). The data was obtained in
a low density (n¯e=1x10
19m−3) discharge with Ip=0.6MA at distances from 0 to 1cm from
the separatrix. Each data point in figure 5 was taken from an individual filament similar
to that shown in figure 4. The exponential decay of the normalised collector current
with increasing grid 1 voltage shows that it is reasonable to use a set of filaments, at a
fixed distance from the separatrix, to obtain an average filament temperature.
2.1. Effect of Grid 1 Voltage Averaging
During a filament, the voltage of grid 1 will vary as it is being swept. For characteristics
and fitting, the average value of the grid 1 voltage in a 50µs period centred around the
filament peak on the slit plate current trace was used. To assess the extent of grid 1
voltage averaging on the fitted ion temperature, a simulated set of filament data was
produced using equation (3), with Ti=10eV, Vs=20V, R0=1.0 and Roffset=0. This data
is shown as the black squares in figure 6. During a 50µs period the grid 1 voltage
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Figure 6. Assessing the effects of using an average grid 1 voltage value on the fitted Ti.
The black squares show simulated raw data obtained using equation (3) with a 10eV
ion temperature. The red circles show data obtained by averaging the raw data over
25V. The blue diamonds were obtained by binning the averaged data in bins of 10V
width. The green triangles were obtained by fitting the binned data using equation
(3) and gave a Ti of 10.4± 0.4eV.
changed by approximately 25V. To simulate this effect, the original data in figure 6 was
averaged over 25V (shown as red circles) and equation (3) fitted to this data after it
had been binned in containers with a width of approximately 10V. The resulting fit is
shown by the green line and gave a temperature of 10.4± 0.4eV. This result indicates
that the effect of grid 1 voltage sweeping is not significant for this work.
3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Midplane Measurements
Measurements were made in low (n¯e=1x10
19m−3) and high density (n¯e=2x10
19m−3) L-
mode plasmas with plasma currents of 0.4 and 0.6MA. Figure 7 compares the area under
filament peaks measured on the slit plate, in a 50µs window centred on the peak, in a low
(#29464) and high density (#29469) Ip=0.6 MA shot. For both densities the raw data
was binned with respect to distance from the separatrix and the binned data was then
fitted with exponential functions for the near and far SOL. For the low density shot this
gave exponential decay lengths of λnear = 6± 2mm and λfar = 21± 5mm. For the high
density shot the fitted decay lengths were λnear = 11±5mm and λfar = 54±15mm. For
both the low and high density cases, there is a rapid fall off in the filament ion saturation
current in the first centimetre of the SOL followed by a more gradual decrease in the far
SOL. At high density, the far SOL decay length was larger indicating a more gradual
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Figure 7. Area under slit plate peaks during filaments as a function of distance from
the separatrix (rsep). Filament data was taken from a low (29464) and high (29469)
density, Ip=0.6MA L-mode shot. Exponential fitting to the near and far SOL of the
binned data gave decay lengths of λnear = 6± 2mm and λfar = 21± 5mm for the low
density shot and λnear = 11± 5mm and λfar = 54± 15mm for the high density shot.
fall off in saturation current compared to the low density case. This is a similar trend
to that obtained from Langmuir probe measurements of inter-ELM filaments in MAST
[6].
Figure 8 shows the large filament ion and electron temperatures measured in a
0.6MA low density plasma. The data is a weighted average from two identical shots
(#29464 and #29465). The electron temperature was calculated from the sheath
potential (Vs) obtained by fitting equation (3) to the data, assuming that Vs ≈ 3Te
[26]. From 0 to 4cm from the LCFS, the large filament ion temperature profile was
relatively flat, ranging from 30 to 70eV. The large filament electron temperature profile
was also relatively flat with a value of approximately 10eV which gave a Ti/Te ratio of
3 to 7.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of large filament ion temperatures with background
small filament ion and electron temperatures obtained in the low density L-mode shots.
Background measurements were made using RFEA collector current data which was
below the large filament detection threshold. From 0 to 1.5cm from the separatrix the
background filament ion temperature ranged from 20 to 80eV which matches previous
RFEA measurements made in similar L-mode plasmas [19] where Ti data included both
large filaments and background plasma made up of small filaments. Over this region of
the SOL, the large filament and background small filament ion temperatures were similar
to each other. From 1.5 to 2.5cm from the separatrix, the background Ti decreased to
range from 5 to 40eV while the large filament Ti remained relatively constant from
40 to 70eV. The large filament Ti remained approximately 2 to 3 times higher than
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Figure 8. Comparison of ion (Ti) and electron (Te) temperatures during large
filaments in two repeat low density L-mode shots (29464 and 29465).
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Figure 9. Comparison of background (BG) ion (Ti) and electron (Te) temperatures
with large filament ion temperatures in two repeat low density L-mode shots (29464
and 29465).
the background Ti into the far SOL from 2 to 4cm from the separatrix. This result
is comparable to measurements made in AUG [18] which found that at a distance of
21mm from the separatrix the filament Ti was approximately 3 to 4 times higher than
the background Ti.
From 0 to 3cm from the separatrix, the background electron temperature remained
relatively constant from 10 to 20eV which was approximately 2 to 5 times smaller
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filaments in high density L-mode shots (29469 and 29500).
than the background ion temperature. At the separatrix, these results matched those
obtained from Thomson laser scattering in a similar L-mode plasma [19]. Comparison
with large filament Te measurements in figure 8 show that the filament and background
plasma Te values are approximately the same from 0 to 3cm from the separatrix.
Figure 10 shows a comparison between the ion and electron temperatures measured
in large filaments in high density L-mode shots with plasma currents of 0.4MA and
0.6MA. Only 1 point was obtained in a 0.6MA shot due to the failure of the slit plate
power supply. From 0 to 5cm from the separatrix, the large filament ion temperature
was relatively constant with a value of 5 to 20eV. The filament electron temperature
was also relatively constant over the same distance with a value of 5 to 10eV which gave
a Ti/Te ratio between 1 and 4. Compared to the low density data in figure 8, the large
filament ion temperatures in the high density shots were approximately 2 to 5 times
smaller while the electron temperatures in the high density shots were approximately
the same as those obtained from the low density data.
Figure 11 shows a comparison between large filament and background small filament
ion and electron temperatures measured in the high density shots. From 0 to 0.5cm from
the separatrix the background filament ion temperatures ranged from 5 to 40eV which
matched previous RFEA measurements of similar density discharges [19] where large
filament and background plasma data were not separated. From 0.5 to 1cm from the
separatrix, the background filament ion temperature decreased to around 5 to 20eV
and remained relatively constant out to a distance of 5cm from the separatrix. For
the high density shots, the large filament Ti values were approximately the same as
the small background filament Ti close to the separatrix but were approximately twice
the background small filament values in the far SOL. The background filament electron
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high density L-mode shots 29469 (Ip=0.6MA) and 29500 (Ip=0.4MA).
temperature was relatively constant across the SOL with values between 5 to 10eV which
gave a Ti/Te ratio of 1 to 2 for the background plasma. At the separatrix, the Te values
matched measurements made in similar discharges using Thomson laser scattering [19].
3.2. Divertor Measurements
Ion temperature measurements were made at the lower divertor target in a low density
Ip = 0.6 MA shot (#30357) which had the same conditions as used for the midplane
measurements and in the same high density Ip = 0.4 MA shot (#29500) as used for
midplane measurements. Divertor measurements in the low density scenario were made
using a fast sweep technique (FST) where the grid 1 voltage was swept at a faster
frequency of 20kHz [27]. This allowed each filament to be measured by several sweeps,
each lasting 50 µs. Measurements from the low density discharge are shown in figure 12
along with a line showing calculations of a model of conductive and convective cooling
which is discussed in section 3.3. It can be seen that the large filament temperatures are
generally higher than Ti measured in the background SOL plasma, consistent with the
midplane measurements, where large filaments were hotter than the background. Both
the large filament and background ion temperatures decrease with increasing distance
from the separatrix.
The high density discharge measurements were made using the same method as
that used at the midplane. Large filaments were only measured at one radial location
when mapped to the midplane of ∆RupLCFS = 4.3cm. In figure 13, this measurement
is compared to the background Ti measured once the large filament signals had been
removed. There is a clear difference between the background Ti and the single radially
averaged filament measurement showing that, as with the midplane measurements, hot
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Figure 12. Low density measurements of large filament and background Ti measured
by the target RFEA, mapped to the midplane. The grey dashed line shows the results
of a calculation of cooling of filament ions due to conduction and convection as they
move radially outward.
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Figure 13. High density measurements of large filament and background Ti measured
by the target RFEA, mapped to the midplane.
ions can reach far into the SOL by filamentary transport. At high densities, the midplane
large filament Ti values were lower than at low densities and this is also seen at the
divertor. As only one set of measurements was possible at the divertor at high density
it is difficult to compare these results to the low density divertor case.
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3.3. Discussion
The results from this work have shown that large filaments propagate into the far SOL in
both low and high density L-mode plasmas with relatively flat ion temperature profiles
that are hotter than the smaller background filaments. From 0 to 1.5cm from the
separatrix, the large and small background filaments have similar ion temperatures while
from 1.5 to 5cm from the separatrix, the large filaments remain 2 to 3 times hotter than
the background filaments in the low density shots and around 2 times hotter than the
background filaments in the high density shots. In this section we address the questions
of whether it is possible for filaments to carry high energy ions into the far SOL and
why the small background filaments are cooler than the large filaments.
For filaments to carry high energy ions into the far SOL the filament propagation
time across the SOL must be less than the time required for filament ions to equilibrate
in temperature with SOL electrons and to cool through conduction and convection. The
filament propagation time across the SOL (τr) is given by
τr =
w
vf
(4)
where w is the SOL width in metres (m) and vf is the filament radial speed in metres per
second (ms−1). Fast camera measurements of L-mode plasmas in MAST have recorded
filaments with radial extents of 5 to 10cm and radial velocities of 0.5 to 1.5kms−1 [5].
If a vf of 1kms
−1 and a SOL width of 3cm is assumed then the propagation time is
τr=30µs.
Ion cooling occurs due to collisions of ions with electrons and due to conduction
and convection along magnetic field lines. Due to their smaller mass, electrons have a
higher velocity than ions of the same energy which results in electrons being lost more
rapidly from the plasma, leaving only cold electrons as shown in the measurements made
at both low and high densities in this work. The energy transferred during ion-electron
collisions (Wi) can be determined using the Braginskii plasma fluid equations [28] and
is given by
Wi =
3n
τe
me
mi
(Te − Ti) (5)
where n is the number density in particles per cubic metre, me and mi are the electron
and ion masses in kilograms, Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures in Joules
and τe is the electron collision time in seconds. The electron collision time is given by
τe =
6
√
2π3/2ǫ2
0
√
meT
3/2
e
ne4 ln Λ
(6)
where lnΛ is given approximately by
lnΛ ≈ 6.6− 0.5 ln
(
n
1020
)
+ 1.5 ln
(
Te
e
)
(7)
From equation (5), the timescale for ions to equilibrate in temperature with electrons
(τie) is of the order of (mi/me) τe. For typical MAST separatrix conditions of Te=50eV
and n=1019m−3 this gives a value of τie ≈ 1000µs.
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The timescale for energy loss via conduction (τcond) can be estimated by considering
conduction along a flux tube connecting the midplane to the divertor. The heat flux
due to conduction (qcond) [28] is given by
qcond =
(
3.9nτiTi
mi
)
dTi
dx
(8)
where τi is the ion collision time which is given by
τi =
12π3/2ǫ2
0
√
miT
3/2
i
ne4 ln Λ
(9)
Substitution of (9) into (8) gives
qcond =

46.8T 5/2i π3/2ǫ20
m
1/2
i e
4 ln Λ

 dTi
dx
(10)
The total energy (UT ) of the flux tube is given by
UT =
3
2
(nAd) (eTi)− qcondAt (11)
where A is the area of the flux tube end through which conduction occurs in m2, d is
the flux tube length in metres and t is a time length in seconds. If flux expansion is
ignored, for a circular cross section flux tube with a radius of 5mm and length of 10m, a
density of 1x1019m−3, an initial ion temperature of 100eV at the midplane and a fixed ion
temperature of 1eV at the divertor, the time required for the midplane ion temperature
to decrease to 1/e of its original value is τcond ≈ 200µs. These temperature values
represent an extreme case that would give the largest possible temperature gradient
and shortest possible conduction energy loss time.
The timescale for ion energy loss due to convection along a flux tube connecting
the midplane to the divertor (τconv) can be estimated by assuming that the ions travel
along the field line at the sound speed (cs) [26]. The time taken for ions to travel down
a field line of length L is
τconv =
L
cs
= L
(
mi
e (Te + Ti)
)1/2
(12)
If a ratio of Ti=2Te [19] with Ti=50eV is taken with L=10m then the conduction time
will be 167µs. These estimates show that τr(30µs) < τconv(167µs) < τcond(200µs) <
τie(1000µs) and verify that the ions in filaments can carry energy radially outward faster
than energy is transported along magnetic field lines or transferred through ion-electron
collisions.
While these calculations show that filament ions can remain hot out into the far
SOL, they do not explain why the smaller background filaments were cooler than the
larger filaments in the far SOL. A reason for this may be that the smaller background
filaments have a lower radial velocity compared to the larger filaments allowing them
to lose more of their energy and particles closer to the separatrix. A drift interchange
Alfve´n fluid model for warm ions [29] has shown that filament radial velocity (vf) scales
with filament size (δf). For the filaments in this work, which had radial extents less
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than 10cm, the model predicts that vf will be proportional to δ
2
f which would result in
smaller filaments travelling more slowly than larger filaments in the SOL.
The presence of more small filaments in the far SOL of the high density shots in
figure 11 compared to the low density shots in figure 9 is attributed to the increased
density giving more plasma in the far SOL. As the smaller filaments have less particles
than the larger filaments, at low density it is possible that they drop below the detection
threshold of the RFEA in the far SOL.
Compared to the low density data in figure 8, the filament ion temperatures
in the high density shots in figure 11 were lower and much closer to the electron
temperature with a relatively flat profile across the SOL. This is attributed to the
lower core ion and electron temperatures in the high density shots compared to those
of low density. Measurements in a number of tokamaks including Alcator C-Mod [30]
and ASDEX-Upgrade [31] have shown the formation of a flat density profile in the far
SOL as core density is increased beyond a Greenwald fraction of approximately 0.5.
The measurements in this work covered a Greenwald fraction from 0.22 to 0.67 and
show a significant drop in large filament ion temperature between the lower and higher
Greenwald fractions.
Compared to the midplane, at the divertor both the large filament and background
smaller filaments were cooler. This is attributed to energy loss from ion-electron
collisions and convection and conduction along the field lines. For the larger filaments,
a decrease in temperature is also seen across the SOL at the target. This cooling
may also be caused by the conduction, convection and ion-electron collisions mentioned
previously. Ions at the target closer to the separatrix would remain hotter as they have
not travelled out as far and have not had enough time to cool compared to ions in the
far SOL. A calculation showing the effect of cooling due to conduction and convection is
shown in figure 12. In this calculation it was assumed that ions had a radial velocity of
1kms−1, the plasma density was 1x1019m−3 and the flux tube connecting the midplane
to the divertor was 10m long with a radius of 5mm. Over the 20 µs it takes for ions
to move radially outward by 2cm, the calculation shows that ions would be expected to
cool by approximately 10eV which is a similar decrease to that seen in the experimental
results. The smaller number of large filaments in the far SOL at the divertor compared
to the midplane is attributed to the radial velocity of these large filaments convecting
them away to the walls before they can reach the divertor target.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, RFEA probes were used to compare the temperature of ions and electrons
in large filaments with background plasma composed of smaller filaments. At low
densities, the large filament ion temperature profile at the midplane was relatively flat
with a value of 20 to 70eV for distances from 0 to 4cm from the separatrix. For distances
from 2 to 4cm from the separatrix, the large filament Ti was 2 to 3 times greater than
the background ion temperature. A similar result was observed by the RFEA at the
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divertor target. Calculations based on the Braginskii fluid equations show that the time
required for filaments to propagate radially outwards from the separatrix is less than the
time required for filaments to cool through ion-electron collisions or through conduction
or convection along magnetic field lines thus allowing filament ions to maintain high
temperatures into the far SOL. Based on the predictions of a warm ion fluid model, it
is hypothesised that smaller background filaments are not seen in the far SOL due to
their lower radial velocity compared to larger filaments which results in the draining of
more of their energy and particles closer to the separatrix.
At the midplane, for distances from 0 to 2cm from the separatrix, the large filament
and background ion temperatures were comparable to each other with the background
ion temperature ranging from approximately 20 to 80eV. This indicates that within this
region, the small filaments in the background plasma are of comparable temperature to
the larger filaments which are able to propagate into the far SOL.
At higher densities, the large filament ion temperature profile from 0 to 5cm from
the separatrix was relatively flat with a value of 10 to 20eV. From 0 to 1cm from
the separatrix the large filament ion temperature was similar to the small background
filament ion temperature but from 1 to 5cm from the separatrix the large filament ion
temperature was approximately twice the background filament ion temperature.
Measurements have recently been made of the heat flux profile of L-mode filaments
at the divertor in MAST using infrared thermography [32]. These measurements were
made in an Ip=0.8MA plasma with 3.7 MW of neutral beam heating and showed that
for distances from the separatrix greater than 5cm, the filaments carried an average of
0.14±0.1MW of power to the target. This showed that the total power carried by the
filaments to the outer divertor was small compared to the total input power. The RFEA
measurements reported in this paper provide a further insight into ions in these large
filaments. While the fall off length for ion saturation current (and hence plasma density
and temperature) may be of the order of 10 to 20mm, the large filaments transport
ions of relatively high temperature into the far SOL 2 to 4cm from the separatrix. This
shows that in the far SOL, large filaments have low densities of high energy ions which
carry small amounts of power into the far SOL. As the energy of ions impinging on a
surface greatly affects the sputtering yield, this result has important implications for
the design of plasma facing components which may release material back into the SOL
when struck by these large filaments.
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